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Symphony No. 10 in e minor, Op. 93 - Second Movement
by Dmitri Shostakovich

Dimitri Shostakovich was born in 1906 to Dmitri 
Boleslavovich Shostakovich and Sofiya Vasilievna 
Kokoulina, the second of three children. He was 
born in St. Petersburg, Russia, during the begin-
nings of the Russian Revolution. As a child, he was 
a prodigy as both a pianist and composer. His talent 
became 
apparent after beginning piano lessons with his 
mother at the age of eight.

In the midst of a government that strongly enforced 
the style and elements of symphonic music, the 
works that Shostakovich produced as an adult 
reveal significant genius. Not only do they show 
great depth, but also his struggle to make his music 
fresh and original without overstepping the boundaries established by the 
former Soviet Union. The government insisted that composers use folk and 
folk-like elements, straight forward rhythms, minimal dissonance and simple 
harmonies. Not adhering to these expectations, especially in years of Stalin's 
regime, may have literally meant death.

Dimitri Shostakovich died on August 9, 1975. Many people feel that 
Shostakovich was one of the greatest composers of the mid-twentieth-century.

Dimitri Shostakovich
Russian Modern Era Composer (1906-1975)
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NAME:  

1.  Listen to this excerpt from Symphony No. 10  by Dmitri Shostakovich:
https://youtu.be/u8pDi5lV2Bo

2.  Circle all the words that apply to the excerpt.

 lullaby frenetic twisted soothing angular edgy

 sharp biting calm shy fast energetic

 lazy intense bold electrifying meditation loud

 quiet mundane jarring pastel busy aggressive

 slow rapid serene passive bombastic comforting

3.  Choose the three vocabulary words that best capture this music:

 __________________    __________________  __________________

4.  Read the biography of Dmitri Shostakovich on the previous page.  In the second para-
graph, underline the Russian government’s rules about music.  Do you think Shostakovich 
followed them in his Symphony No. 10?  What does that tell you about his personality?  
Write your responses below.
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VOCABULARY DEFINITIONS
lullaby - a soothing song to lull a child to sleep
frenetic - wildly exciting
twisted - moving in a winding course
soothing - calming; comforting
angular - having angles or sharp corners
edgy -feeling or showing nervous tension
sharp - vigorous; energetic
biting - penetrating; incisive
calm - not excited or agitated
shy - bashfully reserved; cautious
fast - moving at a high rate of speed
energetic - forceful; peppy; vigorous
lazy - moving slowly; sluggish
intense - extreme in degree, strength or effect
bold - confident; courageous
electrifying - exciting; thrilling
meditation - deep thinking; contemplation
loud - having high volume and intensity of sound
quiet - little or no sound; hushed
mundane - ordinary; lacking excitement
jarring - having a disagreeable or disturbing sound
pastel - light or pale
busy - full of activity
aggressive - hostile; combative
slow - moving at a low rate of speed
rapid - very fast; swift
serene - peaceful; calm
passive - not active but acted upon; unresisting
bombastic - showy; ornate
comforting - bringing a sense of ease or relief

Reference:  Webster’s New Riverside Dictionary
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5. What do you imagine?
What do you imagine is happening in this music?  Who are the characters?  Is there a problem to be 
solved?  What is happening to the characters?  What is the resolution to the problem?  In the space 
below, write your response or draw a picture of what you imagine is happening in the music.


